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National University of Singapore, 21 Lower Kent Ridge Road, 119077, Singapore
*adanner@nus.edu.sg

ABSTRACT
Controlled, fully solar-powered flight in a rotorcraft is a difficult engineering challenge. Over the past five
years, multidiciplinary teams of undergraduate engineering students at the National University of Singapore have
built and test-flown a succession of increasingly impressive and larger, more efficient aircraft. While
many other multidisciplinary or purely photonics projects are available to students in our programme, this
particular project attracts an unusual level of excitement and devotion among students working on it. Why is that
the case, and what, in general, makes a good final year undergraduate design project? These questions will be
explored. Additionally, videos of solar helicopter test flights and spectacular crashes will be shown in the
presentation for which the proceedings below have been prepared.
Keywords: Curriculum development, multidisciplinary education, solar powered aircraft

1. INTRODUCTION
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the National University of Singapore has a feature which
is common to many engineering undergraduate programmes around the world, namely, a final year capstone project
in which students spend two semesters, or one academic year, on a major engineering project. Such projects include
both design-oriented and research-oriented endeavors; each project is mentored by a faculty member. Students can
propose their own projects or select from a list of projects that have been proposed by professors. Most students
choose the latter route. Enrollment in our 2015 department cohort was 235 students, similar to the enrollment in
other recent years, which is a number sizeable enough to necessitate a procedure for matching student to project.
The procedure operates as follows: First, professors use a web-based platform to propose multiple projects which
students can view and choose. Second, after a period of time, students who have nearly completed their third year
must each submit eight possible ranked project choices prior to enrollment in their final year. Students are not
aware of each others’ choices or whether the project that they would like to be involved in has already been taken up
by another student. Students can see the name of the professor who would be the supervisor of each project. Our
department had 82 faculty members who proposed projects in 2015. Naturally, certain popular projects may have
multiple students bid on them (“oversubscription”); certain professors may have all of their proposed projects
attracting bids by students, whereas others have very few. A semi-manual matching process is carried out to ensure
that the best possible match of student-to-project occurs, with professorial teaching load taken into consideration for
balancing along with the students’ ranked choices and the students’ backgrounds or grades in prior years to serve as
tie breakers, among other factors. Anecdotally, certain professors or areas of study are much more popular than
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others from
m year to yearr. In this letteer, we attemptt to measure such
s
popularityy, and then loook at some sppecific
project exaamples.

2. POPUL
LARITY OF
F SENIOR YEAR PROJE
ECTS
We first loook at each pro
oject by area off study, to see which areas arre oversubscribbed (that is, wee have more stuudents
than availaable projects in those areas)), with results shown in Figure 1 by projeect (left) and by
b professor (right).
(
When meaasuring popularrity of projectss, only the studdents’ first chooices are consiidered. In 2011 and 2012, Control
C
Intelligent Systems and Robotics (“Roobotics”) and Integrated
I
Circcuits and Embbedded System
ms (“ICs”) weree both
oversubscrribed, and in 2014
2
Power and Energy Systtems (“Energy””) was oversubbscribed, as seeen in Figure 1 (left)
with a ratio greater than 1. Other areaas were less popular. Is thiss due to simplly having feweer projects to choose
c
from in the “popular” arreas of study? We control for
f this by alsoo considering project selectiions per professsor in
each area. Again, Robotics, ICs, and Energy attractted the most sttudent selections. In 2014, for
f example, Energy
E
projects atttracted 6.71 first-choice
f
sellections from students for each
e
professorr proposing prrojects. With equal
teaching looad in that yeear, each proffessor should theoretically
t
m
mentor
3.27 sttudents each, representing a huge
oversubscrription for that area, that yearr. Why do cerrtain projects attract
a
the attenntion of studennts more than others?
o
In the nextt section, we lo
ook at certain projects
p
in detaiil.
Popularity by project

Popularity by professor
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Figure 1: Popularity
P
by project showss, year-on-yearr, the ratio of first-choice stuudent selectionns to the num
mber of
projects offfered in each area
a
of study. Popularity by professor show
ws, year-on-yeear, the ratio off first-choice student
s
selections to
t the number of professors offering
o
projects in each area of study.

3. SPECIIFIC EXAMP
PLES
p
by onne faculty mem
mber from 20111-2015. The projects that attracted
a
the grreatest
Table 1 shhows projects proposed
interest aree those involviing robotics annd solar energyy, consistent with
w the results in Figure 1. However,
H
som
mething
interesting emerges whicch was subjecttively consistennt when lookinng at projects generally
g
availlable to each cohort.
c
Projects whhich have titles understandabble to the laym
man, or projectss involving building somethinng tangible tennded to
attract greaater interest. Projects involvving only “moodeling and sim
mulation” or projects
p
with unclear,
u
boringg goals
(“reducingg absorption”) tended to havee no or low nuumbers of bids from studentts. It’s not suurprising that student
s
performancce eventually correlates
c
with how motivatedd a student inittially is to startt a year-long prroject.
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The most popular engineering project in 2014 in the department, measured by the number of first-choice selections,
was the NUS Solar-Powered Aerial Vehicle Team. In other years this project has consistently proven to be among
the most popular first-bid project in the department. It integrates multiple aspects of engineering creativity, design,
and aims toward a record-setting goal. In the next section we describe this project, and the goals and achievements
of the students.
Table 1: Projects proposed by Assoc. Prof. Aaron Danner, 2011-2015
Year
Offered
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014

Proposal Title
Remote-controlled solar powered robot
Modeling and simulation of optical materials for solar
energy applications
An integrated spectacles-based blue LED light therapy
device for a clinical trial
Design of a short range high data rate communications
system with lasers
Outdoor testing of solar cells/panels
Indoor solar powered robot
Low power solar module controllers
Solar powered aerial vehicle
High speed modulation of optoelectronic devices
Reducing absorption in optical modulators
Solar-powered aerial vehicle team
Indoor solar-powered robot team
Singapore Tech Factor Challenge
NUS Solar-Powered Aerial Vehicle Team

Number of first-choice
selections
7
0
2
1
2
6
3
6
0
0
4
4
2
6

4. THE NUS SOLAR POWERED HELICOPTER
Beginning in 2011, a group of 2-3 students in each academic year have set out to create the world’s first controlled
vertical-takeoff-and-landing solar vehicle. Even in 2017, this aviation feat has not yet been accomplished. A
notable attempt at the University of Maryland [1] in 2016 achieved liftoff, however, the aircraft was airborne for
only a few seconds and flight was uncontrolled. The UM designed employed large, slowly rotating airfoils to
achieve greater aerodynamic efficiency at the expense of control. The goal of the NUS project is fully controlled
stable flight – under full sunlight and hovering stably outside of ground effect, the NUS team has achieved 60%
solar (40% battery) with the 48-cell version of the aircraft in Figure 2.
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t

Figure 2: Iterations of thee solar aerial vehicle (clockw
wise from top leeft) by complettion date: 20122 (12 cells), 2013 (16
cells), 20014 (16 cells), 2015 (48 cellss), 2016 (64 cells).
The projecct involves mu
ultidisiplinary design
d
skills, toouching on coomputing/contrrol, mechanicall engineering (frame
(
design, mootor selection)), wireless techhnology, solarr cell integration and maxim
mum power pooint tracking, power
systems deesign, and engiineering projecct managemennt and teamworrk. Although a challenging project, studennts are
highly mottivated. Attem
mpting a worldd-record goal stated in clearr and simple teerms, workingg in a motivateed and
interdisciplinary team off fellow studennts, working with
w a project that can be easily
e
understoood to non-tecchnical
people, andd having toolss available to make
m
meaningfful progress arre all hallmarkks of a sought-after “popular”” final
year projecct. Starting in 2016-2017, wee have moved this
t project to the
t “Design Ceentric Curricullum”, where stuudents
from various engineering
g disciplines caan work togetheer on an engineeering project.
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